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ABSTRACT 
The modified overrelaxation (MSOR) method is applied to a linear system Ax = b, 
where A has property A. We get bounds for the spectral radius of the iteration matrix 
of this method, and we achieve convergence conditions for the MSOR method when 
A is strictly diagonally dominant. We extend our conclusions to another kind of 
matrices-H, L, M or Stieltjes. In the last section we use the vectorial norms, getting 
convergence conditions for the MSOR method, when A is a block-H matrix. We also 
generalize a theorem of Robert’s for this kind of matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us denote by C n,” the class of all complex matrices A = [a,, j] of 
order n( n > 2) with a i j E Q=, i, j E (n); by AT the transpose of the matrix A; 
and by C” the complex n-dimensional vector space of column vectors 
b=PJ+.,b,l*, with bi E Q=, i E (n) ((n) is the set {1,2 ,..., n}). The 
corresponding symbols when all the elements involved are real are respec- 
tively Iw “ln and Iw “. 
DEFINITION 1. A matrix A E CnSn has property A if and only if A is 
diagonal or there exists a permutation matrix P such that P- ‘AP has the form 
Dl T 
A’=P-‘AP= s D, 
[ 1 (14 
where D, and D, are square diagonal matrices. 
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Let us consider a system of ?z linear equations: 
Ar=b, (1.2) 
where A E C “s”, x, b E C n with b known and x unknown. We assume that 
A of (1.2) satisfies property A with D, and D, of (1.1) nonsingular diagonal 
matrices of order k,n - k, respectively . Thus, to get the solution of (1.2) is 
equivalent to solving 
xl= Mx, + 91, 
(1.3) 
x,=Nx,+q, 
with M = - D[‘TN= - Dg’S, ql= - D;‘b,, q2= - DL’b,. 
Let us remark that the partition used for x and b is in accord with the 
splitting used for A. 
If we apply to (1.3) the SOR method with the parameters w, w’, we 
obtain the modified SOR method (MSOR) 





w,d = WW’NQ~ + ~‘9~ 1 
(see Young [ll]). We can write L,,,, and K,, wI slightly modified: 
or 
L ,~,~=(z-w’Q)-‘[(1-w)z+wB+(w-w’)R] (1.5) 
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Or 
L ,,,,=(Z+w’Q)[(l-w)Z+wB+(w-w’)R], (1.8) 
where 





K w,w> = w(Z - w’Q) -‘d 





[ 1 ;9z * 
The relaxation factor can change from iteration to iteration and differ for the 
“red” points (corresponding to Di) and the “black” points (corresponding to 
D2)* 
If all the w’s are equal we have the ordinary SOR method, whose iteration 
matrix we denote by 9:. 
In Chapter 10 of [ll], Young shows that as far as the spectral radius is 
concerned the best choice is to have all w’s equal. However, as far as a 
certain norm is concerned, the cyclic Chebyshev semi-iterative method (CCSI 
method), where the w’s do vary, is better. 
Clearly the MSOR is better than the Jacobi method and Gauss-Seidel 
method, since the SOR method is better than these methods. 
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Next we will show the interest of using this method. 
DEFINITION 2. Given an n X n matrix A, we define its L-norm by 
IlAllL = IlLAL-‘IL 
where ]I. 11, denotes the spectral norm. 
As we know (see [ll, Chapter lo]), several other iterative methods- 
Sheldon’s method, the modified Sheldon method, and the cyclic Chebyshev 
semi-iterative method-are only variants of the MSOR method (with variable 





where B* is the iteration matrix of the Jacobi method, we have: 
(1) The Sheldon method [7], h w ose iteration matrix Xm has the relaxa- 
tion parameters 
wl= w;=1, w2=w;=wg=w;= . . . ZWb. 
(2) The modified Sheldon method [l], whose iteration matrix K, has the 
relaxation parameters 
w,=l, 
(3) The cyclic Chebyshev 
w’ = w 1 2 = w’ = . . . = w 2 b. 
semi-iterative method [l], whose iteration ma- 





wk = (1 - +;_lji2) -l, w; = (1 - iWkjq -I, k=2,3,.... 
Referring to Theorems 7.4.1, 7.6.1, 10.4.1, 10.5.1, and 10.6.1 of [ll], we can 
see that for the norm D’/2 the cyclic Chebyshev semi-iterative method and 
Sheldon’s method are better than the well-known SOR method. 
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Looking at the formulas for the Fi(m), i = 1,. . . ,4, given by the above- 
mentioned theorems, we can also prove (see [ 11) that 
Thus the CCSI method is the best method with respect to the norm D1/‘, 
followed by the modified Sheldon method, Sheldon’s method, and finally the 
SOR method. 
For the norms Al/‘, as is shown by [12], we have 
ff,(m) a u4 
for m >, $ and r < 0.840. Thus the CCSI method is the best method with 
respect to the norms ZJ112 and A112. For the norm AlI2 the SOR method is 
not quite as good as the two Sheldon methods; however, the difference is 
much less for r near unity than was the case with D112. 
These conclusions can be confirmed with a study based on the theoretical 
number of iterations (see [ll, pp. 331-3401). 
2. CONVERGENCE CONDITIONS 
THEOREM 1. The spectral radius p( L,, ,,) of L,> W1 satisfies 
min (I- WI - lWlbi - (w - w’lq 
i ’ + lw’lqi 
G P( L,,,,) G mm 
Iw - w’lr, + Jwlb, + 11 - WI 
I l- Jw’Jqi ’ 
i E (n), (2.1) 
if ]w’] < l/q,, where 9i, ri, bi are respectively the sums of the absolute values 
of the elements of the i th row of the matrices Q, R, and B. 
Proof. The eigenvalues of L,,,, are given by the roots of 
det( hZ - L,, ,,) = 0. 
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if A-l+w#O. 
Let us suppose that some eigenvalue h of L,,,, satisfies 
,h, > lw - w’lq + lWlbi + II- WI 
1 - lw’lQi 
with Iw’I < l/9,, i E (n), or-which is equivalent- 
[X1(1 - IW’ltJi) > IW - W’lri + IWlbi + I1 - WI, iE(n), 
or 
IAl- II- WI > Iui - W’lTi + 1x1 Iw’19i + wb,, i E (n). 
This last relation implies 
Ih-1+ WI> IW- W’lri+ IhlIW’19i+ IwlbiY iE(n), (2.3) 
which means that P is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix, and therefore 
nonsingular, which is a contradiction. 
Thus the values of X verifying (2.3) cannot be eigenvalues of L,, wI, then 
we must have 
P@,,,,) 6 m,y 
Iw - w’jq + IWlbi + 11 -WI 
l- IW’19i ’ 
i E (n), 
with Iw’I < l/q,. In the same way, if an eigenvalue h of L,,,, satisfies 
PI -== 
II- WI - IWJbi - Iw - wqri 
1+ (w’lqi ’ 
i E (n), 
we have 
11 - WI - (Al > Iw’19ilhl+ IW(bi + Iw - w’lr,, i E (n), 
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which implies the relation (2.3). Thus we can conclude that we must have 
P(L&,J 2 mj 
II- WI - lwlbi - IW - W’lri 
l+lw’lg, ’ 
i E (n). n 
THEOREM 2. lf A of (1.2) is strictly diagonally dominant, then p( L,,, ,,,) 
< 1 if 




max- < w’< 
l - 9i l+ max(bi + si) 
i 
and 
1< w < min 
2+ w’(l- 9J 
I 2+b, ’ 
i E (n), 
with w > w’, or if 
(iii) 0 
2 - bi 
< w’ < min - and 
i 1+9i 
w’(l+ 9i) 
“” 2 - bi 









1 < w < min 




with w < w’. 
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Proof. By the last theorem the MSOR method is convergent if 
IW - W’I?; + IWlbi + I1 - UJl+ Iw’19i < 1 
or 
IW - W’l+ IWlbi + I1 - WI+ IW’l9i < l* 
(i): We take w > w’, and we define the function 
f(S) = 6 - w’+ 6bi + (1- 61-t w’qi. 
We can see that f(S) is an increasing function for 0 < 6 < 1 and f(0) = l- 
~‘(1 - 9i) < 1 with w’> 0. Thus, f(S) will be less than 1 for 8 < 
~‘(1 - 9i)/bi. As 6 < 1, we must have 0 < w’ < bi/(l - 9i). 
(ii): If 6 > 1, then f(S) is an increasing function and will be less than 1 
when 
s < 2+ w’(l - 9i) 
2+b, ’ 
iE(ft). 
As S > 1 and w > w’, we have 
bi 
W’>- 
and 2+ w'(1-9i) , w, 
’ - 9i 2+ bi 
or equivalently 20’ < 2/(1+ bi + 9i). 
Thus we have obtained the conditions (i) and (ii) for the convergence of 
the MSOR method. 
(iii): If we take w < w’, we have 
f(S) = w’- S + 6b, + I1 - 61+ w’qi, 
and for 0 < 6 < 1, f(S) is a decreasing function for bi < 2, and f(S) < 1 if 
6 > ~‘(1 + 9,)/(2 - bi). As 6 -C 1, we must have w’ < (2 - bi)/(l + 9i). 
(iv): If S > 1, then f(S) is an increasing function and f(S) < 1 if 6 < 
[2 - w’(l+ qi)]/bi. With 6 > 1, we have w’ < (2 - b,)/(l+ (li), i = 1,. . . , n. 
As w < w’, we have [2 - ~‘(1 + qi)]/bi < w’, or equivalently w’ > 2/ 
(I+ bi + 9i). 
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Let us remark that for proving (iii) and (iv) we must have b, < 2. 
In this theorem the matrix A = I - Q - B is strictly diagonally dominant, 
so the condition bi < 2 is verified. W 
3. GENERALIZED DIAGONAL DOMINANCE AND ITS 
CONNECTIONS WITH THE MSOR METHOD 
DEFINITION 3. A scaling by rows of a matrix A is a matrix DA where D 
is a diagonal nonsingular matrix. A scaling by columns of a matrix A is a 
matrix AD’ where D’ is a diagonal, nonsingular matrix. 
DEFINITION 4. A matrix A is generalized diagonally dominant by rows 
(columns) if there is a scaling on columns (rows) of A by nonzero multipliers 
such that the obtained matrix A is strictly diagonally dominant by rows 
(columns). 
LEMMA 1. Zf A = I + L + U is an ( n, n ) matrix, then A is generalized 
diagonally dominant by rows (columns) if and only if there are positive 
vectors v, v’ such that 
(I - IL1 - IUl)v = v’, 
(I - IL1 - IqTv = 0’. 
Proof. See [2]. n 
In the following theorems we are going to achieve conditions for conver- 
gence of the MSOR method when A of (1.2) is an L, H, M, or Stieltjes 
matrix. Thus we give the following definitions: 
DEFINITION 5. A matrix A E Iw n, ” is an L-matrix if 
aii > 0, i = 1,2 ,...,n, (3.1) 
Uij d 03 i # j, i, j = 1,2 ,...,n (3.2) 
DEFINITION 6. A matrix A E R n,n is a Stieltjes matrix if A is positive 
definite and if (3.2) hoIds. 
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DEFINITION 7. A matrix A E W n, n is an M-matrix if (3.2) holds and 
A-‘>O. 
DEFINITION 8. An n X n matrix A is an ZZ-matrix if the comparison 
matrix M(A) defined by mii = [u,,[, 1 d i Q n, mij = - laijJ7 1 G 6 j G v 
i # j, is an M-matrix. 
THEOREM 3. ZfA=Z-Q-B, with Q and B defined by (1.7), is an 
irreducible L-matrix, then the MSOR method is convergent for 0 -C w G w’ c 1 
if and only if A satisfies generalized diagonal dominance by TOWS. 
Proof. The iteration of the MSOR method is 
L w,w’ =(Z+w’Q)[(l-w)Z+wB+(w-w’)R], 
or 
L ,,,,=(l-w)Z+wB+w’(l-w)Q+ . . . . 
As A is irreducible, the matrix L,,,, is also irreducible, and by the 
Perron-Frobenius theorem we can say that L,, WI has an eigenvalue X > 0 
equal to the spectral radius, and to this eigenvalue there corresponds a 
positive eigenvector x: 




w I-B-AZQ x=(1-A)r+(w-w’)Rx. 
i i 
If the MSOR method is convergent, then taking X = w/w’ < 1, we have 
w(Z-B-Q)r=(l-;)r+(w-w’)Rx (3.3) 
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It is evident that the first k components of the vector (1 - w/w’@ + 
(w - w’)Rx are positive. The last n - k components will be positive, because 
l-w+w-w’>O and x>O 
W’ 
As A is an Z-matrix we can write (3.3) as follows: 
w(z - IBI - IQ])x = 2 
with 
z= 1-2 r+(w-w’)Rx>O. 
i 1 W’ 
Then from Lemma 1, we see that A satisfies generalized diagonal dominance 
by rows. 
The sufficient condition is evident. n 
THEOREM 4. Zf A = I - Q - B is an (n, n) matrix with Q and B given 
by (1.6), and A is a matrix obtained from A by a scaling by row,s and 
columns, then the iteration matrices for the MSOR method for A and A have 
the same eigenvalues. 
Proof. We have seen that the iteration matrix of the MSOR method is 
L ,,,,=(I-w’Q)-‘[(1-w)Z+wB+(w-w’)R]. 
Let us denote by A = fi,A&, *where a, and fi2 are nonsingular diagonal 
(12, n) matrices. 
If A = Z - Q - B, we have 
i = &zIj,, Q = fi,,Q&, B = fi,B&, 
which are respectively the diagonal, strictly lower triangular, and strictly 
upper triangular part of A. Then the iteration matrix of the MSOR method 
for A is 
e ,,,,~=(i-w~Q)-‘[(1-w)i+w8+(w-ww’)~] 
= [ ij,(Z - w’Q)&] -‘[(l - w)fi,,Zfi, + wfilBi), + (w - w/)&R&] 
= pL, ,& 
where fi = b),R&. Thus, L,,,, and i,,,, have the same eigenvalues. 
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COROLLARY 1. 1 The MSOR method is convergent jii A if and only if it is 
convergent for A, and the rate of convergence is the same. 
COROLLARY 2. lf i obtained j&n A is strictly diagonally dominant, the 
MSOR method is convergent for 
Li 
Q<w’<min- and w’<w<min 
w'(1 - (ii) 
i l-Gi “bi ’ 




max - < w’< and lgw<min 
2+ w’(l- (ii) 
i l-Qi l+ max(Li + (ii) 1 2+“bi ' 
i 
i E (n), (3.5) 
if w > w’, and for 
2 - hi 
0 < 20’ < min - 
and max w’(l+ cii) 
i l+Gi i 2 - b, 




2 - bi 2-w’(l+&) 
1+ 6, 
and 16 w < min 
E b, ’ 
i 
i E (n), (3.7) 
if w < w’. 
THEOREM 5. Zf A of (1.2) is irreducible weakly diagonally dominant, 
then the MSOR method is convergent for w and w’ given by (3.4), (3.5), (3.6), 
(3.7). 
Proof. As is known, an irreducible weakly diagonally dominant matrix 
can be transformed by scaling in a strictly diagonally dominant matrix. So it is 
generalized diagonally dominant by rows and columns (see [lo]). Thus this 
result comes from the last corolIary. n 
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THEOREM 6. If A = I - Q - B is an M, H, or Stieltjes matrix, then the 
MSOR method is convergent for w and w’ given by (3.4), (3.5), (3.6), (3.7). 
Proof. It follows, by Corollary 2 and Theorem 5 of [2], from Theorem 4 
of [3] and Theorem 1 of [9]. n 
4. VECTORIAL NORMS AND THEIR APPLICATION TO THE STUDY 
OF THE MSOR METHOD’S CONVERGENCE 
Let G be a linear operator defined over C”, and let us consider the 
following partition of C” as a direct sum: 
@” = W,@W&B . . . @Wk. 
Let Pi be a projection operator of x E C n over Wi, where xi = Pix 
denotes the projection of x E C n onto W,. 
Let us denote by & a norm over W,. 
DEFINITION 9. Let p beamapof C” in Rk+. Then p is a vectorial 
regular norm of dimension k over C” if it satisfies 
DEFINITION 10. The majorant of G is the matrix M(k, k) whose ele- 
ments are real and that verifies 
VXEC” P&X) d MP(x) 
THEOREM 7 [S]. The matrix M(G) = { mij(G)} defined by 
is the smallest of the majorants of A. The map G + M(G) is a vectonal 
regular s&multiplicative norm of order k2 over L(C *, C “). 
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DEFINITION 11. G is said to be contractive in relation to the vectorial 
norm p if it has, relative to p, a majorant which is convergent. 
Thus, to say that G is contractive relatively to p is to say that 
&W)) < 1. 
Let us now present some theorems and a lemma, which will be useful in 
the proof of the most important theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 8 [6]. All the mujorants of G, particularly M(G) satisfy: 
VG E L(C”,Q:“) P(G) =s P(M(G)). 
LEMMA 2 [6]. Zf T is con&active relative to p, then (I - T) - ’ exists and 
for all convergent majorants B of T we have 
M(z-T)-‘G [Z-M(T)]-‘<(Z-B)-‘. 
THEOREM 9 [8]. Zf T is con&active relatively to p, it is convergent. The 
linear iteration 
x r+l = TX, + h 
converges to the unique solution x = (I - T)-‘h of the linear system 
(I - T)x = h. Thus if we fix an interval r,, for all r > r, and for all 
convergent majorants B (of T) we have the following upper bounds for the 
error expressed in terms of vectorial nom: 
p(~,)=~p(x,-x)< [M(T)]‘-“‘[Z-M(T)] -l~(xm+l-~ro) 
< B’-‘o[Z- B] -lp(xr,+l-~,o) 
Now, we present the Stein-Rosenberg theorem in a particular formulation, 
and then prove the very useful Theorem 10. 
DEFINITION 12. A is said to be a block-H matrix relatively to a vectorial 
norm p if the correspondent Jacobi matrix for blocks is contracted relative 
to p. 
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STEIN-ROSENBERG THEOREM [6]. Let U and V be two nonnegative 
matrices. The two following proposition.9 are equivalent: 
(1) &$u+V) -=I 1, 
(2) p(U) < 1 and p([Z - U]-‘V) < 1. 
Zf they are verified, then we have 
THEOREM 10. Let p be a vectorial regular rwrm of dimension k over Ii3 R, 
and M a vectorial matricial norm generated by p. Let Q and R be two n x n 
matrices. Zf p = p(M(Q) + M(B)) veri.es p -C 1, then the iteration matrix of 
the MSOR method, 
L w.w’ =(I-w’Q)-‘[(l-w)Z+wB+(w-w’)R], 
exists, and it is con&active relutive to p for values of w and w’ such that 
2 
O<w’,<w<l or lgwgw’<- 
1tp’ 
This condition defines the set of the values w and w’ such that the matrix 
E W,Iu, = [I - Iw’lM(Q)] -‘[I1 - wJZ+ JwlM(B)+ )w - w’JR] 
is a convergent majorant of L,, Wl. 
Proof. First we shall prove that the matrix w’Q is contractive 
and 0 < w’ < 2/( 1 + p). In fact, 
If we use the last lemma, we can say: 
(a) (I - w’Q)-’ exists and we have the matrix L, ,“,. 
(b) M(Z - w’Q)-‘< [I - M(w’Q)]-‘= [I - Iw’Iti(Q)]-‘. 
if p<l 
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< [I - lu’lM(Q)] _‘[I1 - w]Z + Jw - W’lR + IwlM(B)]. 
Then 
z w,wI = [I- Iw’pz(Q)] -‘[(l- w)Z + ]w - W’IR + IwlM(B)] 
is a majorant of L, wI relative to p. 
Let us define ’ 
S = M( w'Q) = Iw'lM(Q), 
T = II- w]Z + Iw - w’]R + ]wlM(B), 
By the Stein-Rosenberg theorem above, we can say the Lw3 wI is convergent if 
and only if p(S + T) < 1, that is, 
p[]w’lM(Q)+Il- wJZ+)w- w’JR+Iwlti(B)] ~1. 
Let US prove this last relation for 0 < w < w’ < 1 and for 1~ w < w’ < 
2/(1+ p). We consider two cases: 
Case I: 1 G w < w’ < 2/( 1 + p). For these values of w and w’, we have 
p [ Iw'lM(Q) + II- w]Z + ]w - w’]R + IwlA4( B)] 
<p{)w’l[M(Q)+M(B)]+Il-w]Z+Iw-w’]R} 
< (w’lp +max{ w - 1, w’- l} 
=w’p+w’-1. 
Then, as w’p + w’ - 1~ 1 for 0 < w’ < 2/(1+ p), it is evident that L,, wI is 
contractive relative to p, for 1~ w < w’ < 2/(1+ p). So by Theorem 9 we 
can say that the MSOR method is convergent for 1 Q w d W’ < 2/(1+ p) if 
p < 1. 
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b4M(Q) + I1 - WIZ + I w - w’lz? + IwlM(B)] < 1 
for 0 < w’ G w < 1 and p -C 1. In these conditions, we conclude that z,,, WI is 
a convergent majorant of L,,,,; then L,,,, is contractive relative to p, and 
the MSOR method is convergent. W 
Since for w = w’ the MSOR method is the well-known SOR method, we 
can now present Theorem 6 of [6] as a corollary of this theorem when A of 
(1.2) has property A. 
COROLLARY 3 [6]. Let p be a vectorial norm of dimension k over R “, 
and let M be a vectorial mutricial norm generated by p and p = p(M(Q)+ 
M(B)) < 1. Then: 
(1) J=Q+BandL,=(Z-Q)-‘Barecontractiverelutivetop. 
(2) The matrix of the overrelaxation method, L, = (I - wQ)-‘[ wB + 




This condition defines the set of values of w such that the matrix 
%d=f [I - IwlM(Q)l - ‘[(I- w)I + IwlBl e 
is a convergent mujorant of L,. 
Now, if we consider the vectorial norm p(r) = (xl and the iterative 
methods by points [all the blocks are (1, l)], we have the following result. 
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THEOREM 11. ZfA=Z-Q-B is an H-matrix, then the MSOR method 
is convergent for w and w’ given by any of the conditions: 
(i) O<w’<w<l, if miniw’(l-Qi)/&i<l with O<w’<mini^bi/ 
(l- qi), i E (n). 
(ii) 0 < w: < mini Li/(l - Gi) and w’g w < mini w'(1 - Gi)/“bi, i E (n). 
(iii) minibi/(l-ai)<w’<land min,w’(l-cji)/bigw<l withw’< 
w, i E (n). 
(iv) max!i/(l - Gi) < w’< 2/[1+maxi(bi + Gi)] and l< w < mini [2+ 
~‘(1 - Eji)]/bi, i E (n), if-w > w’. 
(v) O<w’<mini(2-bi)/(l+Gi) and maxw’(l+Gi)/(2-bi)<w< 
w’, i E (n). 
(vi) 2/[1+mini(Gi+hi)] < w’<mini(2-Li)/(l+Gi) and l< w < 
mini [2 - w’(l+ Gi)]/bi, i E (n), if w Q w’. 
(vii) l<wgw’<2/(1+p). 
Proof. The intervals of convergence obtained in this theorem are the 
joins of the intervals achieved by Corollary 2 and Theorem 10. W 
In this theorem we have given the largest known intervals of convergence 
for the MSOR method, when A = Z - Q - B is an H-matrix. This result is 
very general, since by [9] we know that the class of H-matrices involves many 
types of matrices. 
The author wishes to thank Professor Fernunda de Oliveira and the 
referees of this paper for their suggestions and criticizm during the writing of 
this work. 
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